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T.A.S.C.O/Rittel’s Wool Degreaser cuts lanolin like a Knife! It’s a detergent with a degreasing
action that washes away the lanolin in sheep, llama and other wooly skins. Lanolin attracts dirt
like a magnet. Wash away the lanolin and your woolskins will reveal their natural beautiful
colors!
I’ve been accused of bleaching the wool in the sheepskins I’ve tanned, but have only washed
them free of the lanolin and consequently the dirt! Once washed, your sheepskins have
beautiful white wool, naturally! WD-608 is unlike other solvents you may have used in the past.
Other solvents dissolve lanolin, but because the wool absorbs them, they are difficult to rinse
away! WD-608 rinses away easily, no residue!
If you handle a lot of sheepskins or other similar woolskins with your hands, this is what you
want to use afterwards to clean up. If you tan sheepskins, this is a product you must have. I
like to wash my woolskins before I pickle them. A washing machine does an excellent job!
Formulations
For Washing sheepskin/woolskins prior to tanning – Mix 2 capfuls of WD-608 to every 1 gallon
of water used.
For Cleaning up or washing your hands – Mix 1 capful of WD-608 to every 1 gallon of water
used.
This is a biodegradable non-polluting product.
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T.A.S.C.O/Rittel’s offers this instruction’s in an advisory capacity and assumes no liability. Such information is the same as
used in our own successful experiments, and since we have no control over the environment, or the materials upon which
our products or instructions will be used, they cannot guarantee success!
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